
8.4 Nuclear stability

We get more clues about the nuclear potential and shell structure inside the
nucleus from unstable nucleii. around 2500 nuclei are known, but only 300
or so are stable. The others decay via (1) ↵ decay (42He+2 i.e. helium nuclei)
(2) � decay (electrons or positrons - plus also neutrino)

The Segre chart plots neutron number versus proton number N vs Z and
shows the stable nuclei are confined to a very small range of N for a given
Z+N (line of constant A which is perpendicular to the line Z = N . generally
2-3. but a very few have 4. for low mass N = Z, then for larger masses it
increases to N/Z = 1.6. Points to the right have too many protons - too
much nuclear repulsion. points to the left have too many neutrons. Free
neutrons decay to a neutron to a proton plus an electron (and neutrino)
n ! p + e� + ⌫e as there is a mass deficit of 1.29 MeV. so put too many
neutrons in and this energy becomes large!

Figure 4:

All these decays happen if energy is released. e.g for alpha decay we need
m(A,Z) > m(A� 4) +m(4, 2)

can also release energy as � ray if excited state but doesn’t change N,Z.

Example YF43.5
226
88 Ra !222

86 Rn +4
2 He. The neutral atomic masses are
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226.025403u, 222.017571u and 4.002603u

LHS: (222.017571+4.002603)u = 226.020187u so di↵erence is +5.22⇥10�3u =
5.22⇥ 10�3931.5 = 4.86 MeV.

Hence we expect the decay products to emerge with total energy of 4.86 MeV
- but the nuclear recoil is fairly small so most of this goes to the ↵ particle.

quantum tunnelling as ↵ particle radioactive decay! we can think of the
nucleus as a bound state of He and the nucleus which has A� 2, Z � 2.

example YF43.643.6 an electron � decay. we need m(A,Z) > m(A,Z +
1) +m(e�) - generally OK to do m(A,Z) > m(A,Z + 1). e.g. for 60

27Co !60
28

Ni + e� where Co is 59.933822u and Ni is 59.930791u. di↵erence is 3.03 ⇥
10�3u i.e. 2.8 MeV so this is energetically favourable

9 fundamental particles and forces

We saw that the proton and neutron are NOT fundamental particles - their
magnetic moments show that they are made up of smaller charged particles
whose motion inside the nucleon gives rise to the currents which give rise to
the magnetic moment. For the proton, this gives the larger than expected re-
sponse, and for the neutron, it gives that there should even be ANY response!
These are quarks. And they explain the TONS of odd particles which get
produced in high energy collider experiments as there are 6 quarks so then
there are a LOT of di↵erent ways to stick them together. Each quark has
baryon number of 1/3

It turns out that there are 6 leptons as well. and each lepton has lepton
number of 1.

all these have antiparticles, and these all charge and baryon/lepton number
which is the same as their corresponding particle but sign reversed

we know we have to conserve charge, but it turns out we have to conserve
baryon number, and also lepton number as well.
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Figure 5:

Example: could a muon µ� ! d + u charge is OK as �1 to �1/3 +�2/3.
baryon number is OK as 0 for µ� and 1/3 for d and �1/3 for u. But lepton
number is NOT conserved as we have 1 for µ� and nothing for the quarks.
so this decay cannot occur.

All interactions between particles fall into one of the four fundamental forces,
each mediated by their own force carrier.

Together, these make the standard model of particle physics. Which is amaz-
ing in its power (and also predictions eg Higgs particle). But is incomplete!
why does the universe consist of matter if particles and antiparticles are al-
ways made together to conserve baryon number and lepton number? There
is still a LONG way to go before we understand the nature of matter!
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Figure 6:

Figure 7:
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Figure 8:
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